WCC Photonews

The evening starts off with half an hour of chatting to each
other in one of three ‘rooms’ managed by a ‘room leader’ who
will move you on after a little while. This will enable everyone
to have a chance to chat, without one person monopolising the
conversation to the whole club.
7.20 - 7.30pm
We will have a quiz. The questions have been selected by 5
different members and will include mostly photographic
questions with some general knowledge ones popped in!
8 - 8.15pm approx.
New members who have joined since will introduce themselves
showing some of their work and talk about their photographic
interests and aspirations.
8.30 – 8.45 approx.
We will finish the evening with some rather good light hearted
AVs including the ‘adverts’.
Maddy

CHRISTMAS
EVENT

15th December
th

7PM - on ZOOM

.

Plea from the Chairman
AV Group News
Levitating Spheres - Barrie Glover
Wanted Header Images
Sad News - Janet Stott
Remembering Fay Godwin
LRPS Success - Jenny Rees Mann
The Joy of Sharing - Clive Haynes
Wanted - Images for Facebook
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As many of you will be aware, at present the Club does not have either an External Competitions Organiser or an Exhibitions Organiser. Both roles have been vacant for over
18 months now and I have heard a number of Members say that there is a danger of the
Club becoming too insular – something that I very much agree with.
Both roles give the Members doing them excellent opportunities to further their photographic skills. Yes, there is a certain amount of administration involved, but you do get
to think about how you organise and display Members work and indeed your own work,
to a wider audience. One aim of the recently formed Photography Development Group is
to encourage and enable Members to present their images to a wider audience outside of
the Club through External Competitions, Exhibitions, Salons, etc. and this would be
greatly helped by the Club overall having both External Competitions and Exhibitions
Organisers.
It goes without saying that both roles are running at a reduced level now due to
Covid-19, but hopefully things will fairly quickly return to normal in the New Year.

The
role is to make individual Members aware of
external competitions such as BPE, FIAP, MidPhot, Smethwick International, etc. and to
assist them if necessary to enter them. There are also a small number of Inter Club
competitions such as the Annual PAGB & MCPF Print and PDI Championship when the
Organiser has to collect together, organise and submit the Club’s entry.
The
role is to put together generally local Exhibitions of Members’
work and ensure that they are updated at regular intervals, typically annually.
Crowngate, Thornloe Lodge and the Swan Theatre are examples of these and, Covid-19
permitting, all are in need of refreshing right now.
So are you interested in having a go at either of these roles? Do get in touch and it goes
without saying that help will be available to get you started.
It is easiest to contact me on: chair@worcscc.uk
I look forward to hearing from you!
Stay safe,
Duncan Locke
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For those that ‘attend’ the AV group on the 4th Thursday of the month you will have enjoyed
the sessions that Eric has very kindly hosted for us during the summer and now on into the
Autumn Season. He said at the start that this was only a temporary fill in to keep it going
during the
lockdown of the club. Eric will be hosting his last session on the 26th November and I would like to thank him on behalf both of myself and the Committee for
standing in at short notice and running a number of very interesting sessions since we went
in to lockdown.
I have now had a request to take over from Eric in the New Year and have agreed to keep it
going until at least the end of the normal season and if it continues to thrive then longer.
We have had many formats over the years with instructional sessions and visiting speakers
but more recently we have concentrated on showing club members AVs and some external
ones that have done well in competitions. It is that latter format that I will continue to run
with as there are a number of programmes that our members use and a session on ‘How to
do …’ something or
other in Pictures to Exe or ProShow is only going to interest some
of the audience.
There are many videos on YouTube showing how to do something or other and we have the
mentoring scheme to provide direct help. Some of the AVs being shown recently have just
been made using PowerPoint so you do not necessarily need specialised programmes to create an AV.
Having thought about what to do I have decided to throw out a series of challenges for the
people who attend the sessions so I have created themes for the first 4 months of next year,
if this works then we can do more for the summer period.
� January
� February
� March
� April

Winter
Worcester/Worcestershire
Weather
Wild side of life, flora and fauna

On top of these themes I am also looking for other AVs from members that are not themebased, the more the merrier. I would rather have to worry about dropping an AV than trying
to fill the evening. So get those thinking caps on and see if you can create one or more AVs
based on these themes or anything else. The second part of the evenings will be looking at
external AVs so if you know of any good AVs that you have enjoyed or have done well in
competitions then please let me know so I can get a copy to share with the others in the
group.
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If you are not a regular member of the AV Group, then do please join us for a session as you
will see that there are other ways to enjoy your photos and share with people. You may just
wish to get some ideas so that you can share your photos with your family and friends. We
do have some members who just enjoy joining the Group to see what other people are doing
and that is absolutely fine as well.
To keep in touch with what is going on in the Group then do please sign up to the AV Group
Mail list so that you are reminded
If you have any thoughts about, or ideas for, the Group or questions, then do please get in
touch with me. Likewise, if you discover any good AVs send me a link or details so we can
all share them.
So Eric’s last meeting will be 26th November, there is no meeting in December as the
Thursday falls on 24th December and we felt people may wish to be with families, if that is
possible of course!

Entry Details - follow this link https://www.mcpf.co.uk/av-championships/
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The closing date for the next Mid-Phot AV competition is
the competition will be on Saturday 30th January.

,

In the last two years the Worcestershire Camera Club has featured very strongly in the
award winners and it would be good to do so again, especially as we have lots of sequences
being entered in our excellent AV Group.
There are two sections, Open and Photo Harmony.
The link to the website, rules and entry forms is on previous page.
Let's show everyone that the WCC has such a strong AV Group! - if you need any help with
your entry, please let Martin know as he will be happy to help.
Please let me know when you have entered so I can keep track of the entries.
Stay safe and Best wishes
Colin

MidPhot 2021
24th – 28th March
The Old Schoolhouse, Oldbury
(subject to change and Government Restrictions in place at the time)

5 Projected Image Sections
Open Colour – Open Monochrome – Scapes – Nature – Triptych
over 100 awards inc PAGB Gold, PAGB Silver and MCPF Medals,
MCPF Ribbons and certificates
We open for entries Jan 1st 2021 on-line only entry, links will appear near the
date
More details can be found by downloading the Guidelines MidPhot 2021

Closing Sat 13th Feb 2021
(date for MCPF General Meeting)
You can enter as an individual or via your Club

Details can be found at - https://www.mcpf.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/midphotguidelines-2021.pdf
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In the last edition of WCC News I posted the first ten images from my attempt to try to
photograph a different subject each day during the November lockdown, I’m happy to say
that task is now complete.
Some images from this series have generated comment, Clive suggested that I may like to
share some of my ideas and techniques with club members.
In particular he mentioned the “Levitating Sphere” images, as a result of Clive’s suggestion I have photographed the gear I used, this involved four different tripods, focus
stacking software and finally a little Photoshop wizardry.
Instead of posting separate images I have combined eight of them into two panels, these
panels show the gear I used to create the crystal sphere images.
Panel (1)
�� images (1) & (2) show one of my home-made nature tripods, this is basically a small

table which has a pot of chrysanthemums on it.
�� Image (3) shows a small tripod that I have made from an 18mm plywood disc, this has

three stainless steel drink stirrers glued into position. It has an Arca Swiss quick release
plate attached underneath.
�� Image (4) shows the small drink stirrer tripod in its upright position
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Panel (2)
�� Image (5) shows another tripod with a ball head attached positioned in front of the

flowers.
�� Image (6) shows the crystal sphere in position on the home-made tripod.
�� Image (7) shows my camera tripod with a geared head attached.

Image (8) shows my camera in place

The camera is triggered by using a remote shutter release cable, it is essential to take
several images in quick succession at different focus points without moving the camera.
For the photograph shown I used a stack of 35 images, I prefer to focus the first image at
the rear of the subject and work towards the front in very small focus point increments.
I have tried automatic focus stacking with my camera which is equipped for it, but I do
prefer to focus manually.
The stacked images are then processed and combined into one image in propriety
software, I use Helicon Focus which I pay for by annual subscription.
After I am happy with the stacked image, I delete all of the originals for the very reason of
storage capacity.
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Each of the 35 images in this stack was approximately 56 MB, this equates to 1,960 MB for
just one image.
The final job was to remove parts of the stainless-steel tripod in Photoshop to give the
impression of a levitating sphere.
There is a video available on my YouTube channel called 28 Days, this shows the
28 different subjects that I attempted during November’s lockdown.
This video can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjCQwPDlV3Y
If there is anything in this video that catches your eye and you would like to learn more
please get in touch, I will help all I can.
Barrie Glover

I have just updated the slideshow banner on the website home page but only had photos
from 3 members. I would like to show photographs from as many people as possible, so
if you think you have any images that would look nice in banner format I would love them
for the Website.
The step by step instructions on how to resize your images can be found
at http://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/9-uncategorised/340-submitslideshow.

Then please send to me at slideshow@worcscc.uk

Send to Martin at - digi-grp”worcscc.uk
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From the Committee
It is with sadness that we report the passing of former
member Janet Stott ARPS, who died unexpectedly on Wednesday
25th November.
Janet served for several years on the club committee, notably
putting together the events programme with a high level of
commitment and energy.
Janet was a wonderful character, forthright, full of ideas and a
great encourager to club members and others.
She was well known in Pershore where she had lived since her
return from Hong Kong. Together with her husband Richard Janet
was a key player in the local Institute of Advanced Motorists.
Our heartfelt condolences have been communicated to Richard.

Remembering Fay Godwin - Kaz Diller
Alex Thimm, in his recent presentation to the Photography Development Group, introduced
us to a large number of photographers.
One he particularly highlighted was Fay Godwin (1931-2005). Fay was a well-established
and published photographer. She was particularly noted for her monochrome portraits of
authors and landscapes, and also for her passion for rambling. She was for a time the president of the Ramblers Association and she championed their right to roam campaign.
Her book “Land” celebrated the British landscape. I have a signed copy of the second
printing, dated 1985. This was followed by her book “This Forbidden Land,” in which she
drew attention to the harm being done to the environment.
As a relative novice I attended a photographic workshop led by Fay in the summer of 1989
at the Photographers’ Place in Ashbourne, Derbyshire which was run by Paul Hill and his
wife Angela. My lasting memory of the workshop is that the men in the group were
outnumbered by lady photographers, mostly vegetarian, by at least three to one, which was
quite intimidating for a shy male like myself! The workshop lasted about a week. It was
very instructive and enjoyable, we had lectures, practical darkroom demonstrations and
photo shoots in the Peak District where we shot film which was processed and contact
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printed overnight by Paul’s assistant Greg Lucas. Greg was an interesting and amusing
individual whose ambition was never to have to work. He was an avid rock climber and his
photographic practice comprised of taking surreal photos of himself. The one that
immediately comes to mind is of him in his underwear hanging upside down from his
elderly neighbour’s drainpipe while she looked serenely into the camera oblivious of what
is happening behind her. Another one of his prints showed him hanging, again in his
underwear, from an impromptu support in his neighbour’s conservatory from a single digit.
He became a photography lecturer in De Montford University, if memory serves, so he
never managed to achieve his ambition!
The contact sheets Greg produced were reviewed the following day by Fay and Paul giving
valuable advice on process and composition as well as suggesting some avenues to
explore in future.
There were also portfolio reviews. At the time I didn’t even know what a portfolio was let
alone have one, so I brought along some of my camera club monochrome prints only to be
intimidated by the quality and quantity of the work my fellow delegates had brought with
them. These portfolios were displayed and critiqued in the evening sessions. A very
instructive but extremely intimidating experience.
We also had the opportunities to see many of Fay’s original prints, what we would now call
silver gelatin prints. Seeing original prints is very valuable as reproductions in books or
magazines only give a poor version of the originals. They usually lack the luminosity, immediacy and soul of the originals.
On one of our practical photo shoots, I recall Fay encouraging all of us to go on a mass
trespass, equipped only with cameras and tripods in an attempt to overturn some
anti-rambling legislation limiting the right to roam to which she was opposed.
Luckily, nothing became of this, so we didn’t end up being shot at by a belligerent farmer
or ending up with a police caution as a reminder from the workshop!
One of the male participants was Eddie Bowman, who at the time was the bugbear of the
RPS goading some of the elder statesmen with his modernist approach frequently
exhibiting his prints in white mounts, because as we all know, back then camera club
prints could only be mounted in funereal black mounts.
Eddie’s portfolio was magnificent, he brought along a large box full of mounted 20 by 16
Cibachrome prints, that was the print size not mount size! He was trying to persuade Paul
to head up something he called a contemporary group at the RPS and at the same time
convince the society’s secretary, whom I think was Amanda Neville, to make it happen.
Telephones were few and far between in the rural Peak District and I had just had a mobile
one installed into my car. These devices, those of my generation will remember, were quite
cumbersome and nothing like the mobile phones we use today. So, Eddie would disappear
into my Ford Capri for long conversations with the RPS secretary while I had to rev the
engine to ensure we had sufficient battery for the duration of the call.
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At the end of these workshops, the course leader often offered the participants the
opportunity to buy original prints at significantly reduced prices compared to their normal
market price. So, I took the opportunity to buy one of Fay’s original prints. I bought
“Above Lumbutts” from her book “Elmet.” The framed silver gelatin print, shown here, now
hangs proudly in my study as a permanent reminder of a very enjoyable and eye-opening
week.
Kaz Diller
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In this Panel I tried to show a range of photographic styles, united by a soft colour palette
which would fit together well in the whole final panel (which is considered as the 11th image).
I know a few people have been following my daily photograph-a-day for the whole of
lockdown (together with a few ramblings I write about news)
.
If anyone is interested, my ‘Isolation diary’ (plus a picture-a-day) for the full 264 days so far
can be found on jennyreesmann.co.uk
or via youtube jennyreesmann then ‘home’ then ‘Isolation diary’.”
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People join a camera club for a variety of reasons which include learning and entertainment; however the overriding motivation must surely be to share and enjoy our common
interest in photography.
For some clubs, the only common outlet and shared experience is through a competition
structure. Fortunately, our club offers many other opportunities. The purpose of this brief
article is to take stock of these and to encourage everyone to extend their enjoyment of
photography through participation and interaction.
: For many, this traditional outlet offers a level of excitement and entertainment. Images that do well in this environment confer a warm glow upon the successful
photographers, whilst for those images which do less well some consolation may be
gained from the comments given. Additionally, both competitors and non-competitors can
gain value from the general advice given by the judge. Although selecting ‘winners’ will
often be very subjective, good judges will always strive to be fair-minded.
For those seeking the advantages of more interaction and the opportunity to present, discuss and exchange ideas, the club has four Specialist Interest Groups and a members- only
Flickr Group.
and
Schemes work at a person-to-person level.
Additionally the

: Hopefully when things return to normal, outings can introduce members to
yet more ideas, present opportunities to compare equipment and demonstrate ways of
seeing and approach. Importantly it’s also a convivial shared experience.
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.
: This is a very open forum for learning more about digital techniques from
the taking stage to image management (Lightroom & Photoshop) with opportunities for
members to ask questions about their work, present ‘query images’ and to showcase recent
pictures. There’s also the occaional practical evening.

has a particular focus and objective to help people
understand what style of images succeed in competitions and learn what trends are
emerging. They will also gain an insight into how judges think and their process of
selection.
In particular the Group seeks to encourage participation in national and international salons and competitions. The Group also offers advice about how to work towards
Distinctions offered by the RPS, PAGB, FIAP, etc.

presents an opportunity to step outside the boundaries of
conventional ‘club photography’ to discover alternative and new-found freedoms of
expression.
By encouraging the attitude that pictures are ‘about something’ rather than ‘of something’,
the group seeks to promote a wide range of opportunities for personal artistic
development and expression through examples of the genre, constructive review of
members’ work, discussion and interpretation.
There is also the option of participating in group themes and projects. The Group promotes
photography that explores a personal view of society, environment, art or culture, usually
through a themed body of work.
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. The Group’s ethos is very wide. An AV can be described as a coherent
of series of images connected by subject matter, narrative, music, sound and presentation
or by any other means, to form a flowing presentation via a video file .exe file or similar.
The club has many accomplished AV producers and the Group offers a platform to display
AVs, gain helpful feedback and from time to time, some instruction about the principles of
making an AV. You don’t need to be an exponent of AV to gain much enjoyment from this
group. Why not simply attend as you would visit a cinema, to be entertained by the inventiveness and originality of the work.
To enjoy some recent AVs click here: https://worcestershirecameraclub.myportfolio.com/
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We have an open-to-all-members closed-community (i.e. not publically accessible) Flickr Group where images can be ‘posted’ for review and comment. This is a very
positive experience for everyone. Images can be simply for general appreciation, work in
progress or as part of a series. They can also be posted for advice. One great advantage is
in gaining helpful comments and exchanging of points of view. Through participation,
everyone benefits.
Additionally and in brief, the club also offers:
– a non-competitive evaluation and discussion about images.
– A splendid outlet for pictures, methods, ideas, points of view and contact with
WCC membership.
– online collections of photography by members.
– With 27 diploma topics available and a wealth of advice, there’s
something for everyone.
– tailor-made to help with specific topics at an individual level.
– a series of images to attract attention.
– add pictures to share with members and the wider public.
– short presentations to showcase sets of pictures.
– at venues in Worcester where the general public can appreciate prints by WCC members.

The CPG Newsletter is published and ready-to-read on the
WCC website - follow the link
https://issuu.com/fotopix/docs/wcc_cpg_viewpoint_2020_12_december
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Even if you're not getting much in the way of new photos at the moment, please do have a
quick dig in the back catalogue and send in some images (competition size is fine) for the
club's Facebook page (any format) and cover pic (letterbox format).
One or two festive ones would be great too; currently we are enjoying
James Boardman-Woodend's lovely reindeer header!
Thanks to those who have sent images, and please do keep them coming - we get through
quite a few and I get nervous when stocks run low!
https://wetransfer.com/ is free to use for transferring multiple and/or large files.
e-mail Ruth - ruthhbourne@gmail.com

https://worcester.foodbank.org.uk/2020/11/11/foodbank-launcheschristmas-gift-card-appeal/
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Please contact Anne Burrows - email anneburrows70@gmail.com
All Anne wants is it to have a new Owner!
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